CASE STUDY

TMI Products

TMI Products Improves
Efficiency and Customer Service

Rover ERP Helps Manufacturer
Meet Sales Targets
TMI Products, Inc. is no stranger to change. Founded in 1982,
when the four brothers began making Volkswagen door panels
in their family garage, TMI has mastered fast-to-market niche

Challenges
Wanted faster and more comprehensive visibility of information.
Needed to improve shipping process.

programs. From prototype to production, the company’s

Needed customizable software that
offered more than inventory control.

streamlined processes integrate emerging technologies for

Solution

volume or short-run projects.

Installed Rover ERP Solution for
Manufacturing.

Results
While continuing to specialize in interior components for
new premier models as well as restored vehicles, TMI’s quick
response to emerging market opportunities has provided the
automotive industry with a selection of innovative high-demand
products.
The company’s success has not come without some volatility,

Critical data can be retrieved quickly,
saving time and money.
Adaptability allows system to change
with company requirements
Enhanced information flows between
departments.

particularly in their quest for an elective ERP system. The
system would have to answer such questions as “Do we have
this product available to promise?” and “When can I promise
delivery of this order?” Visibility was an issue – TMI needed
to have immediate access to their production schedule and
inventory status in order to relay accurate delivery promises.
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After trying unsuccessfully to deploy an ERP solution

“Everyone in the company has visibility to the same

from one of the “Big Five,” TMI turned to Rover Data.

data, and they have the ability to take an order and

“They were having a lot of problems. The other ERP

print it, instead of having first running it out to another

company’s implementation people wouldn’t agree

department.” Rover ERP also provides accurate order

to do things the way TMI needed them done,” said

status for customer inquiries and interfaces with

Rover Data co-founder Ron Vogel. “TMI needed a full

UPS and Federal Express so that complete shipping

ERP system, not just inventory control, but one where

information is available.

products could be configured and software could be
tailored to fit their operation.”

Fifteen years after the initial installation, Rover Data
has helped to institute drastic changes in the flow of

The Rover ERP system was more than able to cope

their office operation and in the methodology for how

with TMI’s high volume sales operation, a necessity for

the parts they carry are defined, and even how the

a company that prides itself on quick turnaround in

production floor is run. The Rover ERP solution system

selling not just to end users but to large national chains

was able to adapt to these changes, in some cases, by

such as Best Buy. Complete customer order status

a simple adjustment of settings and, when necessary,

can now be accessed from one screen or through

by Rover personnel making the changes on site. Said

the Web. The company’s sales department, no longer

Ron Vogel, “Our ability to work with companies that are

required to waste time acquiring simple production

in the process of change, whether as a result of growth

and inventory status, has more time for selling.

or just in the way they prefer their businesses to run, is

“Rover ERP provides outstanding information flow
from order entry and receiving into the accounting
module because it’s all one system,” Vogel said.

the underpinning of much of Rover Data’s success as a
company.”
www.tmiproducts.com
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Rover ERP is a product of Zumasys – We have 20+ years of experience helping companies modernize
their business-critical applications through cloud/IT services, database management and software
development. We are experts at breathing new life into proven business software applications and
moving them to a Web-based Software as a Service (SaaS) licensing and delivery model.
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